Abstract: Traditional data mining algorithms will not work efficiently for most of the real world applications where the data is stored in relational format. Even well-known traditional classification technique such as J48, Naï ve Bayes often suffers from poor scalability and unsatisfactory predictive performance when it comes to working with relational data. Moreover the performance of existing relational classification is also limited as the existing algorithms are not able to use different classifiers based on characteristics of different relations. Proposed approach in this paper is to select appropriate classifiers based on characteristics of dataset and give ranking based on multi criteria function using Ratio of Success Rate and Time (RST). In RST we combine success rate as a measure of benefit and running time as a measure of cost. The goal of the proposed relational classification is to use most appropriate and efficient classifier for the relation to achieve better efficiency as compared to the common classifiers. The experimental results show that the performance of proposed relational classification is better in terms of accuracy and efficiency when compared to all other existing algorithms available in the literature.
Introduction
The primary objective of any data mining activity is to check the given database for patterns that may give better understanding for given task. Unfortunately, the widespread application of data mining has been limited by an assumption that all data resides in a single table [1] . Most of the data mining algorithms which are currently available are based on single table setting which restricts their use to datasets consisting of a multiple tables and such algorithm only allows the analysis of fairly simple objects [2] . To be able to analyze relational databases containing multiple relations properly, new algorithms will have to be written to deal with the structural information that occurs in relational databases. Multi relational classification method searches for relevant features both from a target relation and relations related to the target, in order to better classify tuples in the target relation.
There are basically two approaches available in the literature to classify multi-relational data. In the first approach relational database has to be converted to a single table format, so that propositional data mining algorithms will be able to work with database which is known as Propositional Data Mining [3] . Methods such as RELAGGS have been developed to perform this translation. Although more data is produced but a lot of information about how the data was originally structured is lost. The class of techniques that support the analysis of structured objects is known as Structured Data Mining [4] . These techniques are typically upgrades from well-known and accepted Data Mining techniques for tabular data, and focus on dealing with the richer representational setting [2] , [3] . Thus the task of learning from relational data has begun to receive significant attention in the literature, especially for the relational classification task [3] , [5]- [10] . The rest of the paper is organized as follow. We first describe the related work and then current research challenges. Then we have discussed proposed algorithms. The final section evaluates the classification performance of the different models on benchmark datasets.
Related Work
The two major families of approaches one which upgrades the traditional learning algorithms and other extensively preprocess ("flatten") the multiple relations to a single universal flat file, have demonstrated some shortcomings. Existing "upgrading" approaches give poor performance when applied to data having noise or numeric values. The "flattening" strategies require lot of time for the data transformation. So a new approach multi-view learning [8] , [11] , [12] has received significant attention in literature. The algorithm (MVC) proposed in [12] , successfully used decision tree as a relational classification and classifying objects across multiple relations efficiently, without converting multiple relations to a single one. In [9] , author proposed a scalable, two phase classification algorithm for classifying relational data. Using the semantic information, authors proposed a new recursive aggregation technique to collect heterogeneous classification applied at individual tables. In [13] , the algorithm is proposed to classify hierarchical continuous label data. In this method, first the class hierarchical decision tree is generated which shows the predefined ranges. Then the new attribute is selected based on the goodness of splitting node and finally the class label is determined. In approach of [14] given a set of extended join tables, probabilistic classifiers are learn independently from each extended join table and appropriate weight are given to different join tables before combining them using Bayes combination scheme. In multi relational classification different relation are having different characteristics so it is hard to classify all instances of different relations using a common classifier still obtaining a good generalization performance. Moreover, for certain types of data, certain choices of local classifier may be known to perform better therefore it could be better to use different choices of classifiers for each relation [15] . As a result, these difficulties have prevented a wider application of multi relational mining, and post an urgent challenge to the data mining community. In the subsequent section, we have proposed new relational classification model based on most efficient heterogeneous classifiers based on their characteristics.
Introduction to the Proposed System
To address the above mentioned problems, we proposed a new multiple relational classification approach based on weighted voting technique and heterogeneous classifiers. The proposed approach also enables to use most appropriate traditional data mining methods to improve the overall efficiency of relational classification. In this section we describe an algorithm called Multi Relational Classification with weighted voting using heterogeneous classifiers (MRC_WV_RST). Fig. 1 shows five stages of MRC framework for relational classification which are briefly described below. Class label propagation Stage: In this step, the training data sets, which are used by a number of relational learners, are built by propagating information of class label from the target relation to the background relations, based on the foreign key links. 
Steps of Proposed Multi-relational Classification Model (MRC)

Aggregation Stage:
The training data built after class label propagation may have one-to-many relationship. So in this step we need to apply an aggregation function which summarizes information from multiple tuples into one row using the key from the target relation. Each newly built background relation is then used as training data by different classifiers.
Model Construction Stage: In this step, traditional single-table classification algorithms are used to learn from each relation of relational database. In multi relational classification different relations are having different characteristics so it is hard to classify all those relations using a common classifier while still obtaining a good generalization performance. So the goal of this stage is to use classifier for different relations where it is most suitable and thus to achieve overall results that can be considerably better than using common classifier for relations. Meta Learning is used to select appropriate classifier depending of dataset characteristics. Meta Learning System can be divided into two modes: Acquisition Mode and Advisory Mode [15] . In Acquisition mode, Meta-knowledge base is created using the features that are extracted and the performance on the training datasets. The Aim of this Advisory mode is to provide ranking for a given dataset based on the Meta knowledge base created during acquisition mode. Ranking is provided based on either considering Ratio of Success Rate method (RSR) or Ratio of Success Rate and Time (RST) method. But in RSR, only performance is considered as a success measure to rank the classifier; so it does not give best performance in terms of efficiency of algorithm. So we have extended the RSR to incorporate time and give ranking based on multi criteria function using Ratio of Success Rate and Time (RST).
Ratio of Success Rate and Running Time ranks algorithms according to the relative advantage/disadvantage they have over other algorithms using multi criteria ranking approach RST using following steps.
Step 1: Find ratio of success Rate and time of algorithm and for algorithm i.
where, gives relative advantage of algorithm ap over aq while gives relative disadvantage of algorithm ap over aq. So by dividing a measure of benefit by a measure of cost, we get the overall quality of an efficient algorithm. As the range of time is much wider than the range of accuracy log based reduction is used to normalize the value of time.
Step 2: Calculate a pair wise ratio of success Rate and time for each pair of algorithms.
where n is number of datasets
Step 3: Find overall Rank for each algorithm
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where n is number of algorithm The classifier with highest value of RST is selected by MRC algorithm for classification. Model Combination Stage: in this stage, multiple learners are pruned and combined to construct the final classification model to improve the accuracy and efficiency of the proposed approach based on score of classifiers. The score for different classes can be combined using either un-weighted or weighted combination techniques. As in the relational classification each relation has different competency to classify the tuple, un-weighted method is not useful. All existing weighted schemes like weighted Majority vote [16] or Best Worst Weighted Voting [17] techniques are not directly applicable because in relational classification we want to assign relatively high weight to classifiers which are performing better to classify the tuples from relevant background table. At the same time we have to remove those classifiers which are not contributing in the classification decision. So below we have provided new weight assignment scheme for our multi relational classification model. In proposed combination scheme, weight zero is assigned if misclassification error of classifier is greater than 0.5 means eliminating non-contributing classifiers from relational learning. The weight of rest of the classifiers is calculated as follows: (4) where Errorb is misclassification of best accurate classifier and Errorw is error misclassification error of lowest accurate classifier. Now combining all the steps of MRC Framework, we have designed the flowchart for training and testing phase of our proposed algorithm.
 Description of Training Phase
As shown in the Fig 2, First of all, the algorithm construct multi-relation training set from each background relation using propagation of class label and aggregation. After construction of the individual training data sets, meta learning is used to select most appropriate classifier. The selected algorithm is called to learn the target concept from each of the training sets. In this way, all classifiers make different observations on the target concept. After that weighted vote is assigned to every classifier as per equation given in the algorithm. The final output of training phase is score matrix and weight assignment table.
 Description of Testing Phase
As shown in Fig 3, in testing phase, for each tuple x from the target table, a classifier will retrieve the tuple from background table RBi corresponding to the key reference. If a corresponding tuples is found, aggregation operations are applied on tuples and score matrix is obtained. Then voting technique is applied to combine result of different relations. Here weight acquired during voting is multiply with score matrix and then sum of probability is applied which returns accurate class label to unknown testing tuples.
Experimental Analysis
This section provides the results obtained for the MRC_WV_RST algorithm on three benchmark real-world databases. These results are compared with other well-known multi-relational data mining systems, namely RelAggs flattening approach, latest relational classifier based on multi view learning i.e MVC, MRC based on weighted voting MRC_WV and MRC based on weighted voting using Heterogeneous learners MRC_WV_RSR. We have implemented the MRC based algorithms using Java and Weka open source data mining tool. Also, in our experiments appropriate classifiers are selected using Meta learning. All methods were run on an Intel core to duo based machine with a 2.2 GHz processor and 3 GB of main memory. 
Database Details
The three benchmark databases, namely Mutagenesis [18] , Thrombosis [19] and Financial [20] are used to test the algorithm. All three database comes from different application domains, have variant relational structures, consist of different numbers of tuples in the entire database and in the target relation, and present varying degree of class distribution in the target relation.
Experiment 1:
In the first experiment, we have used Meta learning to select appropriate classifiers for MRC_WV_RSR and MRC_WV_RST algorithms as no classifier is able to perform best for all the relation because different relations have different characteristics. Similarly for all other relations of all databases 
Experiment 2:
In this experiment, we examine the performance of the proposed algorithm in terms of accuracy obtained. In this experiment, Decision Tree Classifier is used as propositional learners in Flattening Approach Rel Aggs , as base leaner and meta learner in MVC [12] , as a base learner in MRC_WV approaches. In this experiment, Heterogeneous Classifiers are selected using RSR and RST based ranking method and used as a relational learner by the MRC_WV_RSR and MRC_WV_RST algorithm respectively. In this experiment, we examine the performance of the MRC_WV_RST using Heterogeneous learning algorithms in terms of Success Rate. As we have used two class problems, accuracy will not give us the actual performance so we have used success rate which is average of true positive and true negative count from confusion matrix. By selecting appropriate classifier using RST will improve the efficiency and performance of MRC as individual table is trained by the best appropriate classifier. As presented in Fig. 4 , the algorithm MRC_WV_RST outperforms the all other existing algorithm as in MRC_WV_RST best efficient classifier is selected. The proposed MRC_WV_RST gives slightly less performance compare to MRC_WV_RSR as in RSR the ranking is providing based on accuracy only while RST select the best efficient classifier which may not be the best performing classifier.
Experiment 4: To evaluate the performance of MVC [12] , MRC with weighted voting and MRC with Heterogeneous learning in terms of running time, we provide the execution time needed for each database. From the Fig. 5 , MRC_WV_RST algorithm took less time compared to MRC_WV_RSR with Heterogeneous Learning as in MRC_WV_RST best performing classifier is selected using multi criteria function RST which give equal importance to accuracy and time for selecting most appropriate classifier as compared to MRC_WV_RSR which select appropriate classifier based on only accuracy. So if we select appropriate classifier using multi criteria function it will improve the overall efficiency of the relational classification.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, algorithm called 'MRC with weighted voting using heterogeneous classifiers with RST (MRC_WV_RST)' is proposed. The proposed algorithm is more efficient because of voting technique used to prune non contributing relation and suitable classifier is selected using meta learning which has further improved the performance of the algorithm compared to MRC_WV_RSR. In future other classifier measure 
